Kentucky Artisan Center at Berea
200 Artisan Way ● Berea, KY 40403
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Exhibit Prospectus
“Reveal” - Large 2-D Works by Kentucky Artisans
JANUARY 13, 2018 – APRIL 30, 2018
Entry applications due Dec, 2, 2017
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Exhibit Description
Reveal is a Kentucky Artisan Center program that provides an exhibition opportunity for
Kentucky artists whose large two-dimensional works cannot be accommodated within
the center’s regular retail spaces. Reveal exhibits are a regular part of the center’s
exhibition schedule through an annual statewide call-to-artists.
For this exhibit, the center is looking to select large two-dimensional works by one artist to
showcase from January 13 – April 30, 2018, in the center’s lobby. Artworks shown will
be for sale.
Allocated exhibit space includes a 20 foot long by 9-foot high wall in the lobby.
Kentucky Artisan Center at Berea
The Kentucky Artisan Center at Berea is a state center that displays and sells the works of
over 750 Kentucky artisans and promotes cultural heritage travel in Kentucky. The Center,
located just off I-75 at Exit 77 at Berea, annually welcomes over 250,000 visitors.
Requirements/ Restrictions
 Artists must be over 18 years of age and residents of Kentucky. Up to seven works
may be submitted for consideration.


Works selected must be delivered to the Center and picked up at exhibit end.



We are looking for large format 2-D works created no earlier than 2015, no more
than 50 pounds in weight, and with at least one dimension (height or width), no
smaller than 4 feet, or no larger than 8 feet.

Sales
Works must be for sale and will be consigned, with the artisan receiving 60% of the retail
price when the work sells. Works leave the exhibition when purchased and the Center may
ask for replacements if available.
Exhibition Calendar
2017:
Dec. 2
Entry application and images due at the Center
Dec. 9
Selection results sent to artisans
Dec. 12-16
Works must be hand delivered to the Center
2018:
Jan. 13, 2018 Exhibit opens
April 30
Exhibit closes
May 8-12
Works must be picked up by the artist

How to Enter
To enter, submit a completed entry form, an artist biography or statement and images of
works that would be available for the exhibit if selected.
 Images should include one overall image and one detail image per entry.
 High quality color photos or digital images will be accepted.
 Digital images must be in JPEG format, at least 300 dpi, and can be submitted on a
CD, or can be E-mailed to gwen.heffner@ky.gov
 All images must be numbered to correspond with the number on the entry form.

SEND ENTRY TO:
Kentucky Artisan Center at Berea
ATTN: ‘Reveal’
200 Artisan Way
Berea, KY

40403

